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Children's Choice

International

Bistro

Hours: Monday - Friday 7:00 am - 6:00 pm, whenever school is not in session.

Children’s Choice International Bistro

Breads
Tortilla: corn or flour dough patted into thin, flat rounds and cooked on a hot griddle.
$.99
Croissant: flaky, tender, crescent=shaped roll from the land of the Eiffel Tower.
$.99
Bagel: chewy baked roll with a hole. Eaten with a variety of tasty toppings.
$.99
Brought to America by Polish immigrants.
Pita: flat, round, and hollow on the inside - great for sandwiches.
$.99
Nifty little pocket breads from the middle east. 	

Fry Bread: This Native American bread is fried in hot oil. It is round, great with a variety of toppings and delicious.	

Challah: Special Jewish braided loaves, often eaten on holidays - a symbol of the manna that fell from heaven. 	

 	


Asian Cuisine
Egg Rolls: classic Chinese appetizers or “dim sum” which means, “touch of heart.”	

Nigiri: Sushi - hand-pressed blocks of rice topped with wasabi and a slice of fish: 	

one mackerel, one octopus, and one cooked shirmp 	

Makizuchi: rice layered on a sheet of crisp nori (seaweed) and filled. 	

Two pieces are filled with cucumber and two pices are filled with tuna.	

Salmon Roe Handroll: Similar to makizushi. 	

Rice is layered on a sheet of nori, filled with salmon and rolled into the shape of an ice cream cone.
Dumplings: Dumplings have a pasta-like shell that is folded over a filling. 	

Three dumplings Shrimp (pink), beef and a pork fried dumpling (brown on one side).
Stir-Fried Beef with Snow Peas: Cooked very fast in a wok (Chinese Skillet) 	

to retain color, flavor and nutritional value.	


$3.00
$4.25
$4.50
$4.25
$4.75
$5.25

All of the terrific food at our restaurant is prepared by the child owner-operators.

$1.99
$2.50

Children’s Choice International Bistro

Italian Fare
Grapes & Cheese: In Italy cheese can be eaten at every
meal. At dinner cheese is often served with fresh fruit and
grapes are a favorite. $2.25	

Personal Pizza: Supreme Pizza with Pepperoni, olives,
& green peppers. $4.50
Spaghetti with Meat Homemade Meatballs:
Spaghetti, which means, “little strings” is a traditional
Italian favorite, but was first prepared in China at least
3000 years ago. Served with Italian Bread. $5.75	


Especial del Dia’
Two Tacos (Spanish word for snack). Served with Refried
Beans, Mexican Rice, Flan and Complimentary Sopapillas.
Daily Special $4.00

Hearty American Cookery
Breakfast Anytime: Eggs, Bacon, Pancakes or Waffles.	

ChiCho Chicken: Chicken, carrots, and peas in a delicious cream sauce. 	

Homemade Fried Chicken: Fried Chicken, served with peas or corn and a dinner roll.
Just like your grandma used to make!	

Pork Chop Dinner: Breaded and Fried, served with Peas and Mashed Potatoes.	


$3.25
$4.75
$4.75
$5.25

Bistro: A bistro (bēstrō) is, in its original Parisian incarnation, a small restaurant serving moderately priced simple
meals in a modest setting. Bistros are defined mostly by the foods they serve. Ours is “International.”

Children’s Choice International Bistro

Desserts
Fruit: 	

We have a wide variety. 	

Parfait: 	

Layers of Ice Cream and Your Choice of Toppings
Cherry Pie: 	

Warm and tasty! Just the right mix of sweet and tart.	

Flan: 	

Tasty Mexican custard made of milk, eggs and sugar.
Flan is sweet, but also light enough to be eaten after a large meal	

Moon Cake: 	

This Chinese dessert, made from bean paste, is served with tea.
Its round shape symbolizes the moon and has a symbol of good luck imprinted on the top.

$1.25
$1.50
$2.25
$2.50

$2.75

The CC International Bistro is located in the beautiful dramatic play area in the school cafeteria.
We serve delicious food while sneaking in math, social studies, speaking, listening, reading and writing.
All meals are prepared and served by the kids of Children’s Choice using only the freshest plastic food available.

We accept cash, check and all major credit cards.

Like us on Facebook

